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ABSTRACT 

Various methods allowing traffic matrices forecasting from 
total row and column forecasts are reviewed and compared 
from the points of view of performance, properties and 
adequation to a real case network. 

Some new or little known results relative to the Kruithof 
method (or double factor method) are proved. 

An application to traffic matrices apportionment is also 
given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic matrices forecasting is one of the basic processes 
of network planning ; many methods have thus been develop
ped to perform it as well as possible. The best ones, at 
least for short term planning, use past trends of indivi
dual traffic flows to forecast their future evolution ; 
however such forecasts have to be adjusted so that traffic 
rows and columns sum to the outgoing and incoming forecas
ted traffics of the exchanges. Moreover, these total traf
fics ' are often the only values available for forecast, to
gether with the initial traffic matrix. 

The basic problem to which this paper is devoted is then 
to find a positive matrix having prescribed row and column 
sums, and as "similar" as possible to a given matrix. 

2. NOTATIONS 

A 

X 
1 
c = 

L 
C 
t 
T 

[aij) 

ai = Li/li 
Sj = Cj/cj 
yij = xij/aij 
¥ = T/t 
fij (aij~)/(licj): 

initial traffic matrix (m rows and 
n columns) 
forecasted traffic matrix 
total row sums of matrix A 
total column sums of matrix A 
total row sums of matrix X 
total column sums of matrix X 
total traffic of matrix A 
total traffic of matrix X 
growth of outgoing traffics 
growth of incoming traffics 
growth of a traffic flow 
average growth of the network 
coefficient of preference in 
matrix A 

Fij (xijI)/(LLCj): coefficient of preference in matrix X 
pij weights for row or coefficient of 

preference deviations 
oij weights for column deviations 

3. THE METHOD S 

Two main types of methods can be used : 

optimization methods, which m1n1m1ze some distance 
between forecasted and expected matrices 

a priori methods, which search a forecasted matrix 
bearing a prescribed form of functional relation to the 
initial matrix. 

Though the latter methods have been first devised without 
reference to optimization, those of Kruithof [IS] and 
Friedlander [11] have an underlying statistical criterion 
(annex B). 

In all cases, the constraints are of the transportation 
type : 
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n 
~ xij Li (i=l, ...... m) 

j=1 

m (I) 

L xij Cj (j=I, ...... n) 
i=1 

xij ~ 0 (i=l, m j=1 n) 

aij 0 ~ xij = 0 (i=l, m j=1 n) (2 ) 

3. l. °Etimization methods 

They differ in the criteria (measuring the "distances"), 
the norms and the weights used. 

The "distance" between initial and forecasted matrix is 
not the best one to the eyes of traffic planners who in 
general prefer to compare the forecasted matrix to expec
ted matrices, obtained by means of simple hypotheses su~h 
as homogeneous growth of incoming and outgoing traffic 
flows of a given exchange. 

If we let ui et ,vj be these expected growths, criterion 
would measure the distance in terms of I yij ui I and 
I yij - vj I. 

Since these unknown variables ui et vj make solution of 
the problem more difficult, the simplified criterion 2 
uses Iyij - ail and lyij - Sjl, since the average incoming 
and outgoing growths ai and Sj are known. 

Lastly, coefficients of preference are often felt as being 
constant r' that means that criterion 3 should minimize the 
distance Fij - fijl. 

3.1.2. ~~!~~ 

The three previous deviations can be minimized using the 
maximum deviation norm, the sum of deviations and the sum 
of the squares of the deviations' . Let NI, N2, N3 be these 
norms. (They are usually denoted LOO, LI, L2). 

In order to stress the importance of some categories of 
traffic flows (e.g. the large ones) various weights can 
be put on the above deviations. They are listed in table1. 

As an example criterion I, norm 2 and weight 5 leads to 
the cost function 

Min [L 
yij, ui, vj ij 

m.n.aij .ai 

T 

3.2. A priori methods 

I yij - ui I 

L 
+ ij m.n.~ij. Sj I Yij,-vil ] 

The most well known is Kruithof's biproportional form : 
xij = Ai ~j aij. Friedlander's one [11] has been introdu
ced for input-output ratio Leontiev's matrices, and uses 
xij = (Ai+~j) aij. 

In both cases constraints (2) are automatically fulfilled 
and constrainsts (I) allow to determine Ai and ~j. However 
Friedlander's form does not warrant xij ~ O. 
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Cri teria 
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4. SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 

Weights 

pij 
(rows) 

I/Cl i 
1/'r 

nai/Li 

mnai/(tCl i ) 

mnai/T 

ml/(tCl i ) 

ml/T 

oij 
(columns) 

I/ei 
11 'If 

mai/Cj 

mnai/(te i ) 

mnai/T 

nc/(tei ) 

nc . /T 
J 

~I (Clie j) 

1/'1 

(ail) I (LiCj) 

mn(aij~)/(tCliej) 

mn ai/T 

4.1. Linear methods (.~n~0~r=m~s~~a=n=d~2) 

Weights 
Table 1 

The minimization of the cost functions of paragraph 3.1. 
under constraints (I) and (2) yields a linear programming 
formulation. In order to keep notations simple we shall 
assume from here that all sums refer to entries such that 
aij :f O. 

4~1.1. ~!i!~!i~~_!~_~~E~_! 

This problem can be written [20] 

Min 6 

such that pij I yij uil -:;: 

crij I Yij Vjl ~ 

L aij yij Li 
j 
L aij yij Cj 
i 
Yij ~ 0, ui, vj :> 0 

Which is a (4 mn + m + n) constraints, (mn + m + n + I) 
variables problem, each absolute value yielding two ine
qualities. 

The important parameter in solving such a program by the 
simplex method being the number of constraints, it is bet
ter to consider the dual program which has (mn + m + n + I) 
constraints and (4 mn + 2 m + 2 n) positive variables (in 
fact two of them are pointless since the last constraint 
of the primal is redundant). 

It is easy to show that most of the yij are equal to 
ui ± 6/pij or vj ± 6/crij (from considerations on the num
ber of basic variables) ; the solution is then "almost" a 
prescribed form one. The following linear methods will al
so have similar properties. 

4.1 .2. ~!i!~Ei~~_!~_~~~_~ 

Of the several possible linear programs that can be wri t ·
ten for this case, the smallest is the dual of the program 
obtained by setting 0ij = IYij - uil and £ij = IYij - vjl 

and ~~ring . thei-r .sum ~ 1 
Max 2 ~L1 (g1 - g'1) + 2 ~ Cj (hj - h'j) 

1 J 

such that pij + qij + ~ (gi-g'i+hj-h'j) ~ (pij+crij)/2 

- L pij ~ L pij /2 
j 

-L qij ~ L crij /2 
i i 

o ~ pij ~ pij 
o ~ qij ~ cr1J dual variables 
gi, g'i, hj, h' j ~ 0 

Which is only (mn + m + n) * (2 mn + 2 m + 2 n) if we use 
Dantzig's upper bounding technique [7] to cater the 
pij ~ pij and qij ~ crij inequalities. 
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4.1.3. ~Ei!~Ei~~_~~_~~~_! 

The .linear programming method similar to that of paragraph 
4.1.1. also yields a problem with more than mn constraints 
which is large. A better approach will be to consider the 
problem as a feasible flow over the transportation network 
of figure 1 : for fixed 6 the set of constraints can be 
written 

) 
L xij Li 
j 

(P) L xij Cj 
i 
bij ~ xij -:;: kij 

Here { bij aij Max (0, Cli - 6/pij, Sj - 6/crij) 

kij aij Hin (Cli + 6/pij, Sj + 6/crij) 

the bij and kij are lower and upper bounds of the flow on 
the arcs Mi Nj, the Li (and Cj) are both upper and lower 
bounds for the arcs OMi (and NjD). It is easy to check the 
necessary condition 

<5 ~ 6min = MaxlSj - Clil / (pij-I +crij-I) 
ij 

Necessary and sufficient conditions of the existence of a 
flow satisfying (P) are the Hoffman conditions [13]. As 
they are rather intricate, we get a necessary cond1tion 
in writing them only at individual vertices of the graPh 

L bij ~ Li ~ L kij 
j j 
L bij ~ Cj ~ L kij 
i i 

A sufficient condition for these conditions to be met is 
found to be : 6 > 6max = M:; [ICli - Sjl Max (pij, crij~ 

A dichotomic method between omin and 6max yields a value 
60 such that the above restricted Hoffman conditions are 
just met. It is then quite remarquable that this QO, which 
yields only a necessary condition of existence of the 
flow, is often also sufficient. Having thus fixed 0 a 
(m + n) x (mn) simplex algorithm yields a solution xij 
for any cost function. 

o 

fig. 1 Transportation graph (lower and upper bounds) 
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fig. 2 Incremental graph (upper bounds) 
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fig. 3 Reduced incremental graph 
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If 00 was too low, the same simplex yields the proof that 
the flow was unfeasible, and here again a dichotomic me
thod starting from 00 will end in a feasible flow. The few 
(m + n) x (mn) simplex programs to be solved are far more 
preferable to the unique (mn + 1) x (4 mn + 2 m + 2 n) one 
that would have been obtained as in 4.1.1 

A greater efficiency of the method can be obtained by repla
cement of the simplex program to find the feasible flow 
by a maximum flow on the incremental graph deduced from' 
the one in figure 1, which is shown on fig. 2, and which 
can be reduced to the graph of fig. 3 (very like the one 
in fig. 1) if we take into account the fact that the res
tricted Hoffman conditions are met. If the maximum flow 
zij on this graph is equal to T - ~ bij it is easy to show 

ij 
that xij = zij + bij is a feasible flow. The maximum flow 
problem is efficiently solved by a Ford and Fukerson algo
rithm [10]. 

As in the previous paragraph the ordinary linear program
ming model is large (mn constraints), so we shall rather 
use the special approach of separable convex programming 

[] 
1 2 3 

7 , in which we write Yij = Yij + Yij + Yii ' with the 

constraints 0 ~ y~. ~ Min (ai, t3j) ; 0 ~ y~.~ lai - t3j land 
3 1J . 1J 

o ~ y .. since Min (ai, t3j) and Max (ai, t3j.) are the break
point~Jof the cost function. This cost function can now be 
written : 

Min ~ - (Pij + °ij) 
1 + (p

ij - °ij) 
2 

y . . e: .. y .. 
ij 1J 1J 1J 

+ (p ij + 0 .. ) 
3 + ~ (aL P ij + 13. °ij) y .. 

1J 1J ij J 

Where the second sum is a constant and where e:ij is equal 
to!1 with the sign of t3j - ai' Replacing yij by the sum 

Y ~. + y2 + y3 in the constraints (1) yields a linear pro-
1J ij ij 

gram with m + n constraints and 3 mn variables (2 mn of 
which 'are upper bounded). 

This program may again be seen as a m1n1mum cost maximum 
flow in a graph similar to that of figure 1, where three 
arcs of capacity Min (ai, t3j) and lai - ~jl and infinity 
are set between Mi and Nj, their cost being 
- (p .. + 0 •• ), e: .. (0 .• + 0 •• ) and (p .. + 0 •• ). This pro-

1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J 
blem c~n be solved by a Klein-Busacker and Gowen algorithm 
[14], LS]. However it did not prove to be more efficient 
than the above linear program. 

The best approach is to use the dichotomic model of para
graph 4.1.3. together with the maximum flow algorithm of 
Ford and Fulkerson, which leads to a program of the same 
size as in 4.1.3. 

The only changes are in the values 0min = 0, 

omax = ~~ [P" Max (I a . 13. / ~ - a. I, I a . 13. / If - t3
J
. 1)1 and 

1J 1J 1 J 1 1 J ] 

b.. = Max (0, a . 13. / t -0 / p .• ), k.. = a. 13· / ,,+ 0/ p • . 
1J 1 J 1J 1J 1 J 1J 

The best method, as in 4.1.4. is the separable convex one 
which provides a (m+n) x (2 mn) linear program (with mn 
bounded variables). 

4.2. Quadratic methods (norm 3) 

We still assume that sums are taken ·over {ij I a .. I a}. 
1J 

We have a quadratic model as follow 

Min L 
ij 
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such that ~ a .. y .. Li 
j 1J 1J 

~ a .. y . . Cj 
i 1J 1J 

y .. ~ 0 
1J 

The cost function being convex and differentiable, the op
timum is obtained for the Kuhn-Tucker conditions which can 
readily be written with the multipliers rij' Si, tj, Pi, 
qj 

(P: . + o~ .) (Yij - r .. ) - 2 2 
p •. ui - 0 •• V. 1J 1J 1J 1J 1J J 

- a .. (s . + tj) = 0 
1J 1 

(3) ~ 
2 (~ p:.) (u. - p. ) p .. y .. - 0 

j 1J 1J j 1J 1 1 
2 (4) ~ 0 .. y .. - 0: 0: .) (v. - qj) i 1J 1J 0 

i 1J J 
~ a .. y .. Li 
j 1J 1J 

~ a . . y .. Cj 
i 1J 1J 

Yij·rij = ui . Pi = vj • qj o 

Yij' r ij , ui,Pi' vj ' qj ~O 

Since it is obvious from (3) and (4) that ui - Pi and 
V' - q' are positive, we have Pi = qJ' = O. However nothing 
S~m~laJr can . f . L L be sa1d 0 Yij wh1ch can well be zero. 

We are then left with a linear program in Yij, rij ,ui, 
vi' Si, tj. but for the Yij' rij = 0 condition. Th1s can be 
sblved by Wolfe's algorithm Q9] which is the 
simplex one with the restrict10n that Yij and rij cannot 
be basic at the same time. However it is still a large 
(mn + 2 m + 2 n) constraints and (mn + 3 m + 3 n) varia
bles program. 

It is noticeable that it is very easy to solve the pro
blem if we drop the Yij ~ 0 condition since rij vanishes 
and substitutingYij in terms of ui, Vj, Si, tj we get a 
linear system of size 2 m + 2 n (and of order 2m ,+ 2n-l) 
which can be solved very efficiently by an iterative pro
cedure similar to Kruithof's or rather to Friedlander's 
[11] since it has the following form 

2 
A. s . + ~ D .. (a .. t. + 0 .. Vj) ri 1 1 1J 1J J 1J 

j 

A. E .. (aij 
2 v

j
) Qi u. + ~ t. + 0 .. 

1 1 1J J 1J 

F. G . . (aij 
2 

ui) Rj t. + /, s. + p .. 
J J i 1J 1 1J 

F. + E H .. (a .. 
2 

ui) Sj v. s . + p .. = 
J J i 1J 1J 1 1J 

If by chance Yij is pos1t1ve we have the optimal solution, 
if not annex A shows how to find it through a dual method 
and a subgradient algorithm which is very efficient, and 
highly preferable to Wolfe's one. 

Writing the Kuhn Tucker condition for the problem, which 
is similar to the one in the previous section,but for the 
fact that ui and Vj are replaced by ai and t3j, we can deve
lop exactly the same sub gradient method for the dual ; the 
linear system to be solved iteratively is even simpler sin
ce it is now only (m+n) x (m+n). 

Thus, the above method seems preferable to the one in [17] 
which does not take into account the Yij , 0 conditions, 
and uses matrix inversion which is computationall~ less 
efficient than Friedlander's iterative method [IIJ. 

4.3. A priori methods 

The two methods we cons i der here are those of Kruithof 
[15] and Friedlander [11] . Both are solved iteratively in 
tne classical way seen in 4.2.1. 

However Friedlander's one can also be solved explicitely 
by matrix inversion '«(1] or [17]) though it is less effi
cient. 
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Friedlander's method yields positive solutions only if Li 
et Cj are roughly proportional to li and cj as shown in 
[I]. It will thus not be recommended any more. 

Kruithof's method has many advantageous features (f3],[4]) 
over the previous ones, among which is transitivity. This 
means one gets the same results whether one uses an inter
mediate forecasted matrix with L~ , C~ totals before using 
it to forecast it with L. and C. 1totals, or not. 

1 J 
4.4. Lower bounds 

None of the above methods warrants Yij > 0 which is regar
ded as a serious drawback by traffic engineers. It is thus 
desirable to add. constraints of the type Yij ? yij to the' 

problem. For 1nstance a natural lower bound would be 
Min (ai, Sj)' Such constraints are very easy to add to all 
the optimization models, without changing their sizes or 
comp lexi ty • 

However it is difficult to take them into account direct
ly in Kruithof's method. Fortunately, it is shown in annex 
B that nul Xij'S are introduced where aij # 0 if and only 
if there is no solution of whatever form with the prescri
bed Li and Cj sums which would be such that Xij = 0 iff 
aij = O. In this way Kruithof's method can be said to in
troduce a minimum number of zero entries. 

5. ·EXISTENCE OF THE SOLUTIONS 

It may well be that there is no solution to (I) and (2). 
(take for inst~nce all = a l2 = a21 = I, a22 = 0 and 

LI = Cl = I, L2 = C2 = 2). 

In such a case no method can, of course, provide a solu
tion. If on the contrary (I), (2) is feasible, optimiza
tion methods will always produce an optimum, and thus the 
desired solution. Since we show in annex B that Kruithof's 
method is also an optimizing one, all the methods in this 
paper provide a solution if and only if (I) and (2) are 
compatible. 

An obvious necessary condition is E Li E Cj and an ob-
i j 

vious sufficient condition is then a .. > 0 (since 
1J 

x .. = Li Cj/T is then a solution of (I) - (2». 
1J 

If there are zero entries in A, however, stronger condi
tions should be met. For instance Farkas's lemma [8] sta
tes necessary and sufficient conditions for (I), (2) to be 
compatible 

F E u. Li + E v. C. ~ 0 
i 1 J J 

with u. + v. ~. 0 if a .. # O. It is easy to show that these 1 J 1J 
conditions are equivalent to 

E Li = E Cj 
(5) i j 

Vu. ~ 0 ; E u. E u. Li ~ E (Min u.) Cj 1 
i 

1 
i 1 

j ila .. 1# 0 
1J 

As an example if m = nand Li = Ci, a sufficient condition 
for the existence of X is found to be aii # 0 for all i=l, 
'" m. 

Bacharach [I] gives another necessary and sufficient con
dition which can be stated in th~ following way : 

(6) 

E C. 
j J 

o /~ E Li ~ E C. 
I J J 

where I and J are subsets of rows and columns. This condi
tion can be shown to be equivalent to (5) and has the ad
vantage to require a finite (but high) number of checks. 
An efficient, but not explicit way of checking the compa
tibilityof (I), (2) is given in annex B (transportation 
or maximum flow problem with (6) as its Hoffman condi
tions). 

6. UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION 
Norm I methods ~rovide in general highly degenerate solu
tions, so that uniqueness is seldom met. Norm 3 methods 
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which are str1ctly convex provide unique solutions. 

Norm : 2 cost functions being strictly convex fff 
Pij # 0ij or in case of criterion 3, uniqueness can be . 
stated only for these cases ·(criterion 3, or weights I, 4, 
6, 7 in general for criteria I and 2). . 

Kruithof's (and Friedlander's) methods can be shown to 
provide unique solutions. See [18] for the aij > 0 case 
and [I] or annex B for the general case. 

7. PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

7.1. The study presentation 

In order to practically test the exposed methods, it has 
been chosen to apply them on a large French town matrix 
traffic. 

The choice of an ' urban area has been done rather than a 
trunk traffic matrix for the following reasons : 

- In an urban area the originating and terminating trunk 
traffic is routed by toll switches. Keeping these traf
fics apart, the studied system is well "closed". 

- Contrary to the trunk flows for which gravity model can 
be used, it is difficult in an . urban area to distribute 
flows according to the distance. 

- In an urban area where numerous direct routes exist, re
liable measures are made for a large number of rela
tions. The matrix completion is, of course, carried out 
by code analyzing measures made on tandem routes. The 
important mean value of these flows add to the measures 
reliability. 

7.2. The traffic matrices 

We had at our disposal two matrices 

- The 1974 representative traffic matrix corresponding to 
the 21 existing switching exchanges giving a 4240 Er
langs urban traffic (mean flow val~e : 9.6 E). 

- The 1978 representative traffic matrix, measured under 
similar conditions which is a 24 order matrix, taking 
into account the .. creation of 3 new switches (total 
traffic 5760 Erlangs). 

The aim of this study is to test the projection methods 
independently of the subscriber's affectation problem. To 
this purpose, the 1978 matrix has been given the same or
der as the 1974 matrix (21 x 21). New exchanges have been 
aggregated to the exchanges to which they picked up sub
scribers. 
Both matrices are complete, i.e. all the flows are non. 
zero, including internal exchange traffic (matrix diagonal). 

7.3. Methods feasibility and efficiency 

Kruithof's method and all the other methods tested - repre
sented by the triplets < Criteria, Norm, Weigijt > - have 
been applied to the 1974 matrix. 

However, taking into account the prohibitive processor time 
for criterion I, norms I and 2, some weights only (WI and 
W3) have been tried for this particular case. 

~ Computer efficiency 

The memory size and the variation limits of the processor 
time on a computer CII-HB 6080 (cycle time 0.5 ~s) for 
each family method are indicated on table 2. The expected 
theoretical time is also given. 

We particularly notice the important time necessary for 
the linear programming (even for criteria 2 and 3) which 
justifies the search for more efficient methods. 

To sum up, considering computer resources, the Kruithof 
method and the quadratic method (norm 3) using the itera
tive subgradient algorithm are the more efficient. 

~ Vanishing traffic flows 

Keeping to quadratic norm 3', it is interesting to note 
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that, out of the 19 runs done (twice 7 weights for cf and 
C2, and 5 weights for C3), 11 traffic matrices got 
nega ti ve flows before applying the gradient method, bu ': 
only few such flows (maximum: 13 for one matrix, mean:6). 
After negative values have been suppressed, the number of 
zero entries is still low (maximum: 17, mean:6). 

For linear programming or similar methods (norms I and 2), 
we have seen it is possible to obtain zero values when 
lower bounds constraints have not been requested. Out of 
the 24 cases tried, only 7 matrices had their flows stric to. 
ly positive. However, except for the 7 weights of criterion 
2 optimized by norm I, there are always few zeroes (less 
than 10 out of 441). 

Methods Theore tical 
Real time 

Memory 
time size 

KRUITHOF e (n2) 0.9 s n 
2 

Norm 3 Quadratic methods e (n2) 0.2 s - 17 s 4 n 
2 

with subgradient 

Flows methods 
NI e (n3 ) 6 s - 11 s 8 n

2 

Norms I et 2 N2 e (n4) 90 s - 126 s 22 n 
2 

Fri teria 2&3 Separable convex e (n4) 40s(C3-N2)-126s(C2-N2) 16 n 
2 

Progralllllli.ng 

ILinear progralllDing e (n6) 72s (C3-N2)-4Omn(C2-N I) 190 n 
2 

Norms I et 2 
Linear progrBIIIDing e (n6) Ih5mn(N2)-mqre 2h(NI) 190 n 

2 
riterion I 

Processor time and memory size 

~ 

7.4. Comparison of matrices and choice of methods 

Owing to the large number of calculated matrices (59), we 
first give as an example graphic results for criteria 3. 
Then, we eliminated the methods which required too much 
computer time or which provided a . cost function too far 
away from the one of the actual matrix. At least, we have 
sorted out the matrices by the means of Euclidian distance 
to the real matrix 

As an exampl~figure 4 shows the results obtained with 
criteria 3, weight I. The relative deviations of the ini
tial and final coefficient of preference (Fij - fij)/fij 
are plotted as a function of the initial flow value a

ij
. 

We notice, for norm I, the large number of solutions equal 
to aiS

i 
/~ ! o/p

ij 
as expected from the theory. 

For all the triplets < Criteria-Norm-Weight > the minimal 
values of the cost functions have been compared to the 
cost functions obtained with Kruithof's and actual matri
ces. 
The following points have been observed on a table simi
lar to table 3 which is shown for weight I only. 

~ In most cases (except for C3, NI, weights 3, 4 and 5) 
the Kruithof method gives a cost function close to the 
optimum (from 1.1 to 2 times the minimal value). 

Consequently the Kruithof method can be said to be clo
se to the optimum whatever studied criteria used. 

~ The cost functions values obtained by the Kruithof 
method are always inferior to these calculated on the 
1978 real matrix. 

~ The latter are very variable and can reach large values 
(up to 150 times the minimal value). 

This point is very interesting as far as it gives us, for 
the particular studied case, the opportunity to choose bet
ween the methods. 

As a matter of fact, following remarks can be stated : 

- The coefficient of preference cost functions minimization 
(criterion 3) leads to values 4 to 100 times lower than 
real matrix cost functions, and so to certainly different 
matrices. 
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a .. 
am~~r--. __ ,--. __ .. ~1J 
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x .. 
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a .. 
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_IDD+-~-' ___ r-,-~~1J 

E .. 1J 

F .. - f .. 
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f .. 
1J 
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Figure 4 Graphic solutions for criteria 3 (coefficient 
o~preference). and Weight I 

- Likew~se the weights WI, W2, W6 and W7 lead to minimal 
values 3 to 12 times lower than the real matrix cost 
functions. This result shows it is necessary to weight 
the deviations by the initial flow value aij (which is 
only done for weights 3, 4, and 5). 

Having thus eliminated all cases for which the ratio obser
ved value to minimal value> 3 and rejected criteria I, 
norms I and 2 (too much computer time) and criteria 2, 
norm I (too much zeroes) the following methods are left for 
deeper study : 

- Criterion 
- Criterion 
- Kruithof's 

Cost 
functions 

Matrices 

• 
Minimum value 

Maximum value 

Kruithof • 
matrix 

Real Matrix . 

I, Norm 3 , Weights 3, 4, 5 
2, Norms 2 and 3, Weights 3, 4, 5 
method. 

NI N2 N3 

Cl C
2 C

3 Cl C2 
C

3 C; C2 
C

3 

1.054 0.204 0.330 0.503 0.028 0.025 0.026 0.003 

~3.337 ~ 0 . 056 0.058 0.034 

N2 Cl NI C2 NI C2 NI C2-

0.925 1.324 0.276 0.7100.791 0.075 0.029 0.073 0.004 

11.664 22.6969.941 1.410 1.470 0.412 0.094 0.100 0.040 

Variation of cost functions in the Weight I 
Table 3 

KRUITIIOF 

6.14 

10.98 

NI C2 

6.14 

7 .• 16 

7.4.3. £~~E~!~~~_~!_E~~_~!!~~~~_~~~~~_E~~_~~~~~~~~~-~~~ 

Fig 5 shows the traffic matrices classified as a function 
of the distance e between a matrix [xij] 'and the 1978 real 
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matrix [X'ij] 

with e E(Xij - X'ij)2 I mn 

The results confirm the choices made in the above para~ 
graph (weights 3, 4, 5 particularly) and allow the elimi
nation of Norm 2. It is important to note Kruithof's me
thod good behaviour, since it lies only withirt 4 % of the 
minimal distance. To sum up, Criteria 1 or 2 optimLzed by 
Nprm 3 with the appropriate weights give, for this particu
lar case, slightly best or' similar solutions than Kruithof. 

Notel: The local traffic influence has been studied, by 
setting the initial matrix diagonal to zero. The results 
are quite similar. 

2 : In the particular case we studied here/the ma
trices obtained with lower bounds constraints are not 
better. This is due to the fact that the row and column 
growths were rather homogeneous, so that traffic flow 
growths did not approach too close to zero. 

0 

Q240 

0-.242 

0,244 

Q246 

o.z41 
0.250 

Q260 

0,270 

0,404 

0,415' 

~ REAL. MATRIX 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I ete: 
I 

KRUITHOF 
C1. N3-WIe 
C1· N3-W5 
e:3 - n3 - w1 

e:3 • n2 • w2 

c3 • n3 • w5 
c3 - n3 • w3 

c1 n3 w6 

0,666 

Q7&6 

1 C2·N3-W3 

C2·. N2·W4 

to"" _ 01 _ w, r "-02-wI 

Enc:lidi~n's 
norm 

M~tric:es 

Note: the selected mAtrices 
in I 7 4 2 ~re in 

cApit~1 letters 

FI9:5 -The matrices sorted out by the 
Euclidian norm-

8. TRAFFIC MATRICES APPORTIONMENT 

We saw in section 5 that zero entries in A could prevent 
solutions to exist, Such zero entries might be real zero 
traffic in cases of specialized outgoing or incoming ex
changes, but are in general due to la.ck of measurements 

,. no trunk group is provided for small traffic items, and 
they may not always be apportionned on the transit trunk 
group for want of number analysis measuring equipment; If 
long term forecasts are required these small traffic items 
may grow to flows large enough to allow direct trunk group 
to be provided. Since the forecasting methods we described 
keep zero traffics to zero, a necessary first step is to 
apportion the transit traffic in A to all direct relations. 

The incoming traffic in a transit exchange cannot flow to 
every outgoing trunk group, since traffic routing rules 
associate incoming and outgoing trunk groups pair-wise for 
any traffic relation. It is thus possible to set a permis~ 
sible matrix A between incoming and outgoing trunk groups, 
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such that aij = 0 if no traffic flow incoming on i can go 
out on j, and aij = 1 if there is at least one flow (or 
aij equals some number proportional to what is felt to be 
the importance of this relation, eg.the product of the 
incoming and outgoing traffics). 

The problem of apportionning the traffic in a transit ex· 
change reduces then to that of finding a matrix X such 
that its row sums equal the trunk groups incoming traf~ 
fics, and its column ~ums equal the trunk groups outgoing 
traffics, with the zero conditions imposed by the permis
sible matrix A. This problem is then identical to the one 
dealt with in the previous sections, and can be solved, as 
an example, by the Kruithof method. Having thus apportion
ned the traffic of the highest level transit exchanges, 
one proceeds with the next level, until all traffic have 
been apportionned to terminal exchanges. If, in the pro
cess, the apportionment of a transit exchange fails to 
converge, it means that the data were not coherent, or 
that some terminal traffic to or from this exchange was 
forgotten. In the end, after the necessary corrections, a 
non zero entries matrix between terminal exchanges is ob
tained, which can -be used for traffic forecasting. 

9. CONCLUSION 

Traffic matrix forecasting under prescribed total forecastS 
considered in this paper is a highly undeterminated pro
cess since it computes mn variables out of m+n-I equations. 
Various optimization methods have been used to disc~rd 
this undetermination. The objective functions used express 
how close the forecasted matrix should be to various "ex
pected" matrices. 

The computer efficiency of these methods varies widely 
from criterion 1 (norms 1 and 2) which is hardly usable 
above ten exchanges, to the best ones as Kruithof or qua-
dratic ones which can deal with hundreds. -

Multiple solutions aspects tend to favor sum of deviations 
or sum of squared deviations rather than maximum deviation 
norm. 

Eventually the Kruithof methods confirm its computational 
qualities and the relative adequacy of its solutions. 
However the quadratic norm on the average rows and col~ 
growths (C2, N3) is almost as good computationally and 
enables minimum growths constraints to be taken into ac
count. On one example, at least, it proved to be the best 
fit to the real matrix, with the weights proportional to 
aij (W3, W4, W5). 
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ANNEX A 

Quadratic Programs Solution [21] 

We want to solve the quadratic program 

Min fey, u, v) under conditions 
y, u, v 

n 

(P) E a . . . Yij Li 
j=1 1J 

m (Q) 

E a . . Yij Cj 
i=1 1J 

y .. 
1J 

~ 0 

Where f is a convex quadratic function of y (a mn vector), 
u (a m vector) and v(a n vector), the' last two vectors 
being positive if present (criterion 1). Problem (P') in 
w~ich we relax constraints Yij 7 0 is easily solved itera
t1vely thanks to the Kuhn Tucker conditions (see section 
4.2.1.). To take these positivity constraints into account 
we. set up ~h~ ~agrange function ~(y,u,v,r ) = f(y,u,v)-r.y 
wh1ch we m1n1m1ze under constraints (Q). This problem (P'r) 
is analog to (P') but for the right hand sides of the ite
rative system, and is thus readily solved. Its optimal so
lution defines the dual function L(r) = Min [f(y,U,V)-yr] 

y,u,v 
and the dual problem (D) maximizes L(r) under the only 
constraints r ~ O. This dual problem is equivalent to (P) 
and we have y.r = 0 at the optimum since the objective 
functions of the primal and the dual must be equal. 
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The gradient of the objective function of (D) being -y a 
subgradient algorithm is easy to implement to solve (D) : 

1) Step k = 0, rO = 0 
2) Step k : 

a) compute L(rk) and yk which m1n1m1zes ~(y,u,v,rk) 
b) let r k+ I = Max (0, rk - A yk) 

kk 
3) test for convelence (the L(r ) are lower bounds and 

the f(yk, Jk, ) upper bounds of the optimum) if not 
goto 2, else stop. 

If we note that the solution of the iterative process is 
only sligh~ly ~odified at each step, and that the previo.us 
step solut10n 1S then a very good starting. point, and if 
we take for the Ak a series Ak = A Gkthe convergence is 
very rapid if Aa is chosen properl~. 
Unless many sUbgradient methods 8 can be chosen rather 
small (8 ~ 0,5), which speeds the convergence, if we take 
the precaution not to reduce Ak if the previous step was 
"in the right direction", i.e. if no sign change occurred 
on yk : we shall have Ak = Ak-I. e if there is ij such 

:.1. k k-I 
tbat Yij . Yij < 0, and Ak = Ak-I I e on the contrary. 

ANNEX B 

The Kruithof method as an optimization method 

The ideas in this annex seem to ap~ear to some extent in 
two papers [12] and [6] quoted in ll] , which we could 
not read, since they are internal notes we heard of only 
lately. 

.If we let Pij be ~he ~robability,.at t~e year of forecast, 
that a traff1c un1t w111 go from 1 to J, we can estimate 
it by observations at time 0 : qi' = aij/t and at this 
year of forecast: qij = Xij/T, wliere we assume the (un
known) Xij will be measured. 

A ma~imum likelihood ratio ~est [I?] that Pij = qij' ob
serv1ng the qij, says to reject th1s hypothesis if 

q . . q .. 
A = .n. (qij) 1J I .n. (qij) 1J is less than a Ao depending on 

h 1J f ' d . 1J . t e con 1 ence 1nterval requ1red. 

[
x .. ] -liT 

Since A = ¥ i~(xij/aij) 1J we see that acceptan-

ce of the hypothesis that the Pij have not changed since 
time 0 is all the more likely than A is large. 

x .. 
The Xij which minimize n (xij/aij) 1J under the constraint 
i~ xij = T are thus such that th1s likelihood is greatest. 

It will be shown that with the complementary knowledge of 
L~ et Cj this induces Xij =. Ai~jaij or Xij = 0, which we 
w1l1 call a generalized Kruithof solution. 

If we take the logarithm of the above function we get 
E x

iJ
' Log (x . ./ a .. ) which is interpreted as the amount 

ij 1J 1J 
of new information in matrix X [4J. Kruithof's solution 
provides thus the least "surprising" matrix. 

Further, we can notice that: 
F. . T L . C. x . . 

n (F . ./f .. ) 1J ~ I (lla.. 1.ne. J) • n (x .. /a .. ) 1J 
ij 1J 1J t 1 j .J ij 1J 1J 

the iirst part of the right hand side being a constant, 
Kruithof's solution also provides a coefficients of prefe
rence matrix with maximum likelihood of being stationary, 
or, equivalently, with the least new information. 

If we denote J i = {j\a
1
.
J
. ~ O} ; I. = {iia .. ~ O} and 

J 1J · 

S = {ijlaij I O} • the problem is now stated as (P) : 

Min ~= E x . . Log (x . . /a .. ) 
S 1J 1J 1J 
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subject to (D) ) L X .. = Li 
Ji ~J 

L X •• = Cj 
Ij ~J 

xij <l- 0 

~being strictly convex and (D) being a convex bounded clo
sed set, the optimum is unique if (D) is non empty. 

(P) has an optimal solution if and only if (D) is non va
cuous. But (D) is the set of constraints of a transporta
tion problem if J. = {I, ..• m} and I. = {I, ..• m}. Hen
ce (D) will be nofi vacuous if and onl' if the transporta
tion problem with cost function L x .. has a zero cost so-S ~J 

lution (S being the complement of S). The Ford and Fulker
son transportation a~gorithm t 9] implemented by Bayer [2] 
solves this problem very efficiently. 

Another efficient method is to check that the maximum 
flow obtained on a graph similar to that of figure I, 
without the arcs such that aij = 0, and with capacities 
Li et Cj on arcs 0 Mi and NjD, is equal to T. Another Ford 
and Fulkerson's algorithm (10] "solves it efficiently. 

Since ~ can be defined continuously at xi' = 0, but is 
still not differentiable, it is not possille to apply di
rectly Kuhn-Tucker's conditions. If we let J "'i, I'j and S' 
be as above but wi~h conditions Xij = 0, the optimal solu
tions of (P) are also optimal solutions of some (P') simi
lar to (P) but for the use of J'i, I'j ~nd SI. On this pro
blem we get X'ij > 0 on SI, so that Kuhn and Tucker condi
tions can be applied, with ~ultipliers si' tj' nij 

Log (x' . . /a .. ) + I - s. - t. - r ij = 0 
~J ~J ~ J 

L x' .. Li 
J'i ~J 

L x' .. Cj 
I'j ~J 

x' .. r .. 0 
~J ~J 

X'ij' r 
ij .. 0 

The first equations provide X'ij > 0 and hence rij 
s.+t.-I 

Then x' .. = a.. e ~ J if we let A. 
~ 

O. 

= e 
s. 
~ 

t~J ~J 

llj = e j-I • X'ij is then a Kruithof solution on SI " ~ and 

x .. = x' .. if ij € SI, x .. = 0 otherwise, is a generalized 
~J ~J ~J 

Kruithof solution of (P). 

In summary, (P) has a unique generalized Kruithof's solu
tion if and only if (D) is non vacuous, which can be chec
ked efficiently as a transportation zero cost problem or 
a maximum flow equal to Tone. 
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3. ~~~~~Eg~~~~_~~_!~~_~E~~!~~~_~E~E~~~~~_EE~~~~~ 

Let je (x, s,t) be the Lagrange function of (P) : 

't. (x, s,t) = L x .. Log (x . . /a .. ) - L S.(L x .. - Li) 
ij ~J ~J ~J i ~ j ~J 

- L t.{L x .. - Cj) 
j J i ~J 

with arbitrary sand. t. 

The dual function is the minimum 
s.+t.-\ 

L( s, t) - L 
~ J a .. e 

ij ~J 

of de over ~, that 

+ L Li si + L Cj tj 
i i 

is 

Solving (P) is equivalent to solving the dual, that is ma
ximizing concave function L( s,t) without constraint. 

This classical result for dual problems with optimum at a 
finite distance has been proved to hold here even if L 
t~o~gh u~per bounded by any feasible~, has no optimum'at 
f~n~te d~stance. In all cases the aL and aL are either 

O d as::- ~ or ten to 0 ; it is easily shown ~ that J the solu-
tion verifies then x .. = 0 or 

~J 

s. t
j

_
1 x .. = A. ll. a .. with A. = e ~ , llJ' = e 

~J ~ J ~J ~ 

In all cases, the optimum can be obtained by a relaxation 
method, that is by iterative maximization over the varia
bles. If we star.t from (SO,tO), we determine (sl,tO) by 
aL sli. tj_1 
~ = 0, or e L~/{: a ij e ), or 

~ J 

~ . = Li/(L a .. ll~) with obvious notations. This is the 
~ j ~J J 

classical row normalization process of Kr4ithof's method. 
In the. same way we get (sl,tl) by a column normalization 
operat~on, and so on. 

The Kruithof process is then equivalent to the maximiza
tion of a differentiable concave function by a relation 
method and is thus convergent. 

What is more each normalization process is such that the 
si+tj_1 

a ij e sum to T so that at each step we have : 

L (,s,t) - L(A,ll) = L Li Log A~ + L Cj Log ll. 
i ~ j J 

which makes it easy to follow the convergence rate. 

We have given two simple (but not analytic) means to check 
the existence of any solution to the problem of prescribed 
rows and columns sums, and conservation of zero entries. 
When such solutions exist we have shown that there is one 
and only one in the generalized Kruithof form, which can 
be obtained by the Kruithof iterative process. 
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